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ABSTRACT 

 
In present scenario, prevent the unauthorized uses in various application is pivotal. Secure access is 

provided by using various biometrics. Captured biometric is analyzed with the help of various images 
processing algorithm. It gives an opportunity to the researchers to test on various biometric accesses. Finger 
print, iris recognition and face detection are the some of the techniques used as a biometric. In addition to 
that researchers are working hard to achieve better authentication using dental biometrics.  Dental biometric 
is one of the effective methods used in the forensic science for person identification. They can be utilized to 
confirm people precisely or nearly to the greatest conceivable closeness. This framework used dental 
radiography and dental photo as it gives special teeth features like shape, contour, dental work like crown, 
extensions and fillings, the relative separation between neighboring teeth and so on. The different issues 
tended to in the writing incorporate 1) tooth misalignment, 2) severe occlusion, 3) Dental work information, 
and 4) Missing tooth identification. This paper gives a diagram of different enhancement, segmentation and 
feature extraction, matching technique for dental implant. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Human recognizable proof has been critical now a days and a major issue around the world. In ebb 
and flow security condition, biometric recognizable proof is the most encouraging approach to validate people 
with high exactness rate. A lot of research has been done in the field of various biometric modalities like 
fingerprints, iris and hand veins to distinguish humans. These biometric modalities have their advantage as 
well as disadvantages which is summarized in table 1[17].From different modalities, dental biometry has 
driving edge over others. One of the most imperative reasons is that teeth contain normal features which are 
one of a kind likewise a considerable measure of biometrics attributes have been related with teeth. 

 
Teeth are the hardest tissues in the human body and they assume enter jobs in scientific prescription. 

In excess of two lakhs individuals in 12 nations were kicked the bucket because of the Tsunami assault. In this 
Tsunami assault, dental records were demonstrated as an essential identifier of exploited people. According to 
the review gathered, a sum of 951 exploited people had been distinguished for that 837 had been recognized 
as dental records alone and further 42 were recognized by the blend of both dental records and different 
strategies. David R Senn et al [14] have clarified the distinguishing proof of a man from dental records by a 
qualified criminological dental specialist has for quite some time been set up and acknowledged by courts as a 
way to give the personality of a person. The personality of deteriorated and extremely consumed cadaver is a 
testing errand in all biometric labs. 

 
a) Forensic identification 

 
Forensic identification is utilized for suspect ID and injured individual ID. Injured individual 

recognizable proof is finished by physical biometrics. Dental radiograph can be utilized for unfortunate 
casualty distinguishing proof dependent on dental confirmations. [14] 

 
b) Automated Dental Identification System(ADIS) 
 

An automated dental identification system (ADIS)[12] for human ID in criminological dentistry 
requires automatic recognition of teeth in dental images. In antiquated days, automated dental identification 
system (ADIS) analyzed the best hopefuls in the database to recognize the obscure individual via automatic 
each other by the procedure of image classification, teeth segmentation, feature extraction and pattern 
matching. 
 

Table 1: Advantage and Disadvantage of Biometric Techniques 
 

Method Advantage Disadvantage 

 
 
 

Face Recognition 

 
 

• Efficient Process 

• High Acceptance 

• Face change over time 

• Can be manipulated by surgery 

• Cannot be distinguish between twins 

• Religious or Cultural inhibitions 

• Poor environment 

 
 
 

Voice Recognition 

 
 

• High user acceptance 

• Low training requirement 

• Voice and language change over time 

• Easy to manipulate 

• Low Accuracy 

• Poor environment 

• Flu or Throat infection 
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Iris Scanning 

 

• Uniqueness 

• Robust 

• Highly Distinctive 

• Complex Processor 

• High Cost 

• Poor environment 

• Relatively new technology 

• Affected with diabetes 

 
Hand Geometry 

• Small Template 

• Unaffected by skin condition 

• Size of Scanner 

• Injury can affect 

• Low Distinctiveness 

Finger print 
Verification 

• High Reliability 

• Robust 

• Highly Distinctive Proven 
Accuracy 

• Injury can affect 

• Dry skin can cause difficulties 

• Poor environment 

 
Table 2: Implication of Error Rates 

 

Method False Reject Rate False Acceptance Rate 

Face Recognition 10 to 20 in 100 (10-20%) 100 to 1000 in 100,000 (.1-1%) 

Voice Recognition 10 to 20 in 100 (10-20%) 2000 to 5000 in 100,000(2-5%) 

Iris 2 to 10 in 100 (2-10%) >=.001% 

Hand Geometry 1 to 2 in 100 (1-2%) 10 to 20 in 1000 (1-2%) 

Finger print 3 to 7 in 100 (3-7%) 1 to 10 in 100,000 (.001-.01%) 

 

  
Bitewing  Peripical  

  
Occlusal Panoramic 

 
Figure 1: Dental Radiographic views 

 
c) Dental radiology 
 

In scientific dentistry, dental radiology assumes the significant job in the recognizable proof of 
exploited people in mass losses other than DNA. The identification is done by contrasting post-mortem (PM) 
images with ante-mortem (AM) dental records of missing individuals to discover comparable records shown in 
figure 2. The initial phase in human ID is dental image classification on the dental features by delegated 
bitewing, periapical and all encompassing dental images shown in figure 1. Bitewing images incorporate the 
features of the two jaws implying chomp. While periapical images incorporate just a solitary jaw either upper 
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jaw called upper periapical images or lower jaw called lower periapical image. All encompassing images 
incorporate features of the two jaws including sinuses, nasal territory, and so forth[16]. 

 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 2: Radiography (a) Post mortem (b) Ante mortem 
 

REVIEW ON VARIOUS MATCHING TECHNIQUES 
 

Automated Dental Identification System (ADIS) requires keeping up the framework, for example, 
refreshing reference records, refreshing strategies and substandard execution [2]. Because of low quality of 
image in 2004, M. Mottaleb et.al utilized iterative and versatile thresholding. Even and vertical basic projection 
technique are used for isolating the jaws and individual tooth . From object contour is chosen and a mark 
vector that watches data of every remarkable point is made. Every component in Signature vector is speaks to 
the separation between the striking point and point on the shape. Matching distance is found from the mark 
vector and positioning dependent on least matching distance is performed. This system was not done 
effectively in matching images  because of low quality of images state of teeth could have changed with time 
as PM images were taken after quite a while AM images were caught and taking care of view difference in 
both AM and PM images. The yield of %Perf accomplished by this technique is 72.41%. 

 
In [2005], H.Chen and A.K.Jain at adjusting the halfway forms of tooth and in addition states of dental 

work are utilized for identification. Contrast between form of teeth and distinction between shapes of dental 
work are consolidated by means of probability gauges for better likeness results.  Matching is finished by 
figuring the matching distance between one PM and all AM images and then images to subject separations are 
found the middle value of over all images to acquire matching distance. From the separation between PM 
image and all subjects in AM database, positioning produces a rundown of competitors. In any case, this 
system was not fit to deliver wanted outcomes in instances of poor image quality; subjects with missing teeth 
and it in addition it required a bigger database for assessing the algorithm.  

 
In [2006], O.Nomir and M. Mottaleb at proposed a various leveled chamfer matching techniques for 

form matching. At utilizing segmentation  strategy. by applying iterative thresholding pursued by versatile 
thresholding After thresholding, even essential projection pursued by vertical necessary projection is 
connected to isolate every individual tooth. Here utilized by edge  matching algorithm. It is a system for finding 
the best counterpart for a given image and separation between the form purposes of two images. The benefit 
of this system is that the matching is connected utilizing multire solution algorithm. The %Perf accomplished 
by this technique is 80%. 

 
In [2008], S. Kiattisin proposed algorithm for 2 features of teeth for code matching in particular labial 

view (having one root) and mesial view design (having two roots) Matching is finished by contrasting the 
unraveling code and the measurable code. Brightness Adjustment; Binary  image Conversion were utilized for  
image enhancement[6]. Chain code strategy was utilized for disentangling a course code from parallel  images 
dependent on exceptional features of teeth. the subsequent affix of codes will in general be very long and 
besides, any little aggravations along the limit because of noise or defective segmentation causes change in 
code that may not be identified with the state of the limit. The %Perf accomplished by this technique is : code 
match=90% for same code and half for various code. 

 
In [2009], P. L. Lin and Y. H. Lin propose a dental classification system to adequately arrange molar 

teeth from premolar teeth in dental bitewing radiographs [7]. In techniques says a novel image enhancement 
strategy that consolidates homomorphic filtering procedure to diminish the uneven introduction issue, both 
versatile differentiation extending and versatile morphological changes dependent on homogeneity to 
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emphasize the surface contrasts among teeth and gums and among teeth and pulps. The states of teeth and 
pulps assume critical jobs in exact arrangement. In the wake of utilizing flat basic projection is first connected 
to isolate the upper and lower jaw pursued by vertical vital projection to each jaw. 

 
In [2011], C.K. Modi in a proposed feature extraction procedure for dental Xray images dependent on 

numerous feature [8]. In framework incorporate a better quality enhancement technique then after 
radiograph segmentation. Feature extraction is utilized before coordinating the AM and PM images. The 
contour is removed by Fourier descriptors are ground-breaking for two-dimensional shape portrayal and other 
blend technique of gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM). Matching is finished utilizing both Euclidean 
distance and Hausdorff distance. It is finished by finding the mean square error (MSE) between the question 
and database images. 

 
In [2015],[9] This research assesses the polymerization shrinkage of two sorts of acrylic tars utilizing 

two strategies for splinting. Two inserts were set in a counterfeit bone, with the two exchange copings joined 
with dental floss and acrylic tars. Estimations of shrinkage and temperature were performed with fiber 
Bragggrating sensors. Two self-relieving acrylic pitches utilized in the splinting exchange copings technique 
were explored in this investigation. The shrinkage polymerization of the Duralay and GC Pattern LS pitches 
demonstrated comparable outcomes, which are inverse to those of reports from the makers of example tars. 
The temperature change results showed a high increment in the Duralay pitch contrasted and the GC Pattern 
gum.  

 
[10] This study says in regards to where the virgin human skull has been demonstrated utilizing the CT 

scan information and broke down for the burdens and strains that are produced in the skull because of various 
effect stacking conditions. The stresses are high in the nasal district for this specific setup, since it is 
straightforwardly affecting with the divider. The burdens can likewise be found in zygomatic locale and it is 
recommended to put the inserts in these districts. Further work is continuous to run a similar reenactment 
with small scale inserts to additionally improve the size and area of the inserts that could lessen the injury on 
the patient. 

 
[11] In this paper, an entire biomechanical framework made up of bone, embed and artistic crown 

under hub stacking is researched by Finite Element Method (FEM). Exceptionally exact 3D geometrical model is 
utilized to ascertain the pressure, strain and removal state in embed and encompassing bone. FEM is utilized 
to dissect the condition of pressure, strain and dislodging in the embed and encompassing bone with the end 
goal to recognize the basic zones of high pressure focuses in which harm, disappointment or even break of the 
material could occur and that could endanger the embed steadiness. For this reason, a high exact geometrical 
model is performed utilizing Solid Works program and after that it is utilized to ascertain the pressure, strain 
and removal state in the entire framework - bone, embed, crown – by Cosmos program. 
 

[12] An automated dental identification system (ADIS) for human recognizable proof in scientific 
dentistry requires automatic recognition of teeth in dental images. In this research, they proposed a multi-
arrange method to group teeth in multislice CT (MSCT) images. The proposed algorithm comprises of the 
accompanying three phases: segmentation, feature extraction and classification. They portioned the teeth 
dependent on past encounters. In the component extraction organize, they presented a multi-goals strategy 
utilizing wavelet-Fourier descriptor (WFD). At long last, they used WFD coefficients as feature vectors for order 
in the third stage. Teeth order is performed by an ordinary managed classifier for teeth identification. 

 
In the past work [13], they presented another procedure by applying wavelet descriptors for dental 

recognition in CT images. In this research, they present a algorithm to characterize and dole out numbers to 
teeth in MSCT images. Their strategy utilizes multi-goals wavelet-Fourier descriptors (WFDs) to arrange the 
teeth succession which is invariant to geometrical change. 

 
[14] The dental radiograph image gives the data about teeth, tooth shapes and notwithstanding that 

dental work (DW) is one of the outstanding issues for legal recognizable proof. This dental work incorporates 
crown filling, root trench and crown mineralization for tooth. In this study, addresses the dental work 
recognizable proof for various radiographic images, for example, bitewing, periapical and all encompassing 
dental images with Mahalanobis separate based matching. Their proposed system says,first the information 
image is preprocessed by utilizing median filter and afterward the preprocessed image is taken for dental work 
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extraction. After dental work extraction a portion of the execution assessment measures are utilized to 
coordinate both Ante-mortem and posthumous dental images. The dental work can be removed by utilizing k-
mean clustering algorithm. With the end goal to make the matching as more delicate, the separation between 
two neighboring dental works are computed. In the wake of deciding the inside purpose of dental work, it is 
utilized for distance estimation. The separation is characterized by the measure of pixels between the middle 
purposes of two DW. This will be useful for measurable dentistry to distinguish the missing individual in some 
minimum amount fiasco circumstances. 

 
In this paper,[15] they displayed a proficient serviceable strategy to validate people effectively and 

distinguished them legitimately, which depends on dental work data separated out from dental information. 
The technique they have proposed here includes five principle preparing stages; the underlying stage is pre-
processing, i.e. starting work on dental information then the Segmentation step, i.e. getting the significant 
piece of dental information and other preparing ventures in division. At that point Features extraction is 
performed on segmented images lastly biometric investigation is done which is the most critical advance for 
matching. 

 
Equal Error Rate (EER) of 85.7% dental radiographs and 88.8% for shaded teeth images found on 

matching the execution of dental biometric studies, which indicates profoundly precision utilized by the 
proposed technique on the informational index. 

 
In [18] , Phen-Lan Lin et all proposed contour of teeth method to match different bitewing 

radiographic images. Bitewing images are divided into upper and lower portions of jaw and compared with the 
database. Table 3 summarizes the retrievals result obtained by the matching techniques. It shows that the 
maximum matching percentage achieved as 100 %. 

 
Table 3: The comparison on the accuracy of image matching 

 

Jaw 
Top-N retrievals    

N= 1 N=2 N=3 N=5 N=10 

(A) 

upper 
17/35 20/35 24/35 29/35 31/35 
48.6% 57.1% 68.6% 77.1% 88.6% 

lower 
20/35 22/35 24/35 25/35 29/35 
57.1% 62.9% 68.6% 71.4% 82.9% 

both 
24/35 26/35 27/35 30/35 32/35 
68.6% 74.3% 77.1% 85.7% 91.4% 

(B) 

upper 
26/35 31/35 32/35 34/35 34/35 

76.3% 88.6% 91.4% 97.1% 97.1% 

lower 
26/35 29/35 30/35 33/35 34/35 
74.3% 82.9% 85.7% 94.3% 97.1% 

both 
33/35 34/35 34/35 35/35 35/35 
94.3% 97.1% 97.1% 100% 100% 

(C) 

upper 
27/35 32/35 33/35 35/35 35/35 

77.1% 91.4% 94.3% 100% 100% 

lower 
29/35 32/35 33/35 34/35 34/35 
82.9% 91.4% 94.3% 97.1% 97.1% 

both 
33/35 35/35 35/35 35/35 35/35 
94.3% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

    Method-(A): using metric of the original tooth contours. 
Method-(B): using metric of the effective tooth contours. 
Method-(C): using metric of the effective tooth contours. 

 
CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 

 
For accurate matching, feature extraction is the important phase. But most of the images are poor in 

quality. Segmentation techniques are not giving expected output for the different images. Identification of 
proper segmentation technique is important which should segment the given images effectively. Feature 
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extraction is also important. In addition to that dental shape changes as month passes. Dental panoramic 
image is a complex structure where difficult to differentiate the caries and background. But it gives the 
anatomical information about the entire portion of the mouth including nozzle bones. In this paper we 
presented various techniques which are proposed by researchers for using dental biometrics. Continuous 
research in the dental structure yields precise algorithm. It can be useful for the usage of dental structure as 
biometric.  This paper will become a source for the researchers who want to do the biometric analyze using 
dental structure. 
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